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Abstract: Scattering resonances play a central role in collision processes in physics and chemistry. They help 
building an intuitive understanding of the collision dynamics due to the spatial localization of the scattering 
wavefunctions. For resonances that are localized in the reaction region, sharp peaks in the reaction rates are 
the characteristic signature, observed recently with state-of-the-art experiments in low energy collisions. If, 
however, the localization occurs outside of the reaction region, only the elastic scattering is modified. This 
may occur due to above barrier resonances, the quantum analogue of classical orbiting. By probing both 
elastic and inelastic scattering experimentally, we differentiate between the nature of quantum resonances 
– tunneling vs above barrier – and corroborate our findings by calculating the corresponding scattering 
wavefunctions.  
 
A scattering resonance, or temporary low energy “collision complex”, can be formed by various mechanisms. 
Trapping of the colliding particles can occur due to the transfer of relative kinetic energy to other degrees of 
freedom, giving rise to Feshbach resonances1,2. These are nowadays routinely used to tune interactions, for 
example between cold atoms3 or atoms and molecules4. On the other hand, shape resonances can form on a 
single potential curve which possesses a barrier. While shape resonances are typically associated with tunneling 
through the barrier, a resonance may also arise due to quantum reflection above the barrier. These resonances 
are often referred to as orbiting resonances, due to their analogy with classical orbiting5. Reactions and inelastic 
processes are usually dominated by the short-range interaction, and a state that is localized at short separation 
behind the centrifugal barrier will have the strongest effect. In contrast, a resonance that “hovers” above the 
centrifugal barrier will only be relevant for elastic scattering. As such, observation of both elastic and inelastic 
channels is required to probe the localization of the resonance wavefunction and unequivocally identify the 
different underlying physical mechanisms.  
So far, no resonances have been observed in measurements of both inelastic and elastic scattering for the same 
collision partners. While the inelastic channel is accessible by measuring the reaction rate coefficients, elastic 
scattering is more difficult to observe due to the large background of particles that do not undergo collisions. 
In order to observe quantum resonances in the elastic scattering, one needs to reach collision energies 
corresponding to a few kelvin. This was achieved in pioneering experiments performed by Scoles and co-
workers6 with resonances clearly resolved by Toennies and co-workers7–10. Later, high angular resolution 
allowed for the observation of diffraction oscillations by Buck and co-workers in the elastic and rotational 
inelastic differential cross-sections11,12. With the recent success in reaching sub-kelvin collision energies using 
merged beams13,14, shape resonances have also been detected in reactive collisions. Chefdeville et al. used a 
crossed beam set-up to observe scattering resonances at temperatures as low as 5 K in inelastic molecular 
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scattering15. Recently, Vogels et al. imaged inelastic scattering resonances using the velocity map imaging 
technique together with a DC-electric field decelerator16,17.  
 
 
 
 
Detecting and imaging low energy resonances in the elastic scattering channel at a few kelvin is particularly 
challenging due to the small scattering angle of the products in the laboratory frame of reference. Here, we use 
zero energy electron recoil assisted velocity map imaging to investigate low energy elastic collisions. For the 
first time we are able to image above-barrier quantum resonances and elucidate their effect on observable 
quantities distinguishing them from tunneling resonances. In our experiments, we identify scattering 
resonances in the elastic scattering and Penning ionization18 rate of metastable helium (He∗) with D2. The 
reactive scattering is far more sensitive to tunneling resonances that are localized at short internuclear 
distances, whereas both tunneling and quantum reflection lead to formation of additional resonance structures 
detected in the elastic scattering processes. 
 
 
Fig. 1 | Experimental set-up. Supersonic beams of D2 and metastable helium (He∗) are produced by two 
pulsed Even–Lavie valves and merged using a magnetic guide. A 260 nm laser is then used to single photon 
ionize He∗ atoms that are subsequently detected via velocity map imaging set-up. 
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Fig. 2 | VMI images and DCS. Each column (left to right) refers to experimental VMI images, simulated 
VMI images and the differential cross section (DCS) obtained from experiments (blue) and simulations 
(red), respectively. Each row (top to bottom) corresponds to data obtained for collision energies 130±7 
m/s, 155±7 m/s, 188±7 m/s and 333±7 m/s respectively, where the error bar is for experimental images 
only. The X and Y-axis refers to the velocity of He∗ in the centre-of-mass frame. The Y-axis is the direction 
of the relative velocity vector, with the forward direction pointing up in all the images. To bring all the 
images to the same color scale, the images are normalized (discussion in Supplementary). 
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Results and Discussion:  
The key to our ability to resolve resonances in the elastic differential cross section (DCS) is the combination 
of the merged beam technique13 with velocity map imaging (VMI)19 detection assisted by near-threshold photo-
ionization and a low velocity spread of the reactants. The apparatus used in this study is illustrated in Fig. 1 and 
described in detail under Methods. We investigate the low energy elastic scattering between helium atoms in 
the 2 𝑆 
3
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  metastable state and deuterium molecules. In our experiment, we probe elastically scattered 
He∗ atoms by single-photon near-threshold ionization at 260 nm. This ensures that the electrons carry near-
zero kinetic energy. Our supersonic source, the Even-Lavie valve20 combined with a dielectric barrier discharge 
(DBD)21 inside its nozzle, generates a 150 mK cold beam of He∗ localizing the unscattered part of atoms to a 
small area on our detector. 
 
We present in Fig. 2 the VMI images of the scattered He∗ obtained experimentally and calculated 
theoretically at different relative velocities corresponding to collision energies (𝐸/𝑘𝐵) of 2.0±0.2 K, 2.9±0.3 K, 
4.3±0.3 K and 13.4±0.6 K. We have removed the forward part of the measured image which is dominated by 
the direct He∗ atom beam that does not undergo scattering. For clarity and comparison, we have removed the 
corresponding area also from the simulated images. We observe diffraction oscillations in all the VMI images 
due to interference between different partial waves. The bands obtained in the VMI images are a result of 
projecting the 3D sphere in momentum space onto a 2D microchannel plate detector (MCP). The images directly 
reveal the differential cross section of the collision process. The number of fringes in the angular distribution 
obtained for each collision energy depends on the number of interfering angular momentum states and 
increases with collision energy. The agreement between the calculated and measured DCS visible in Fig. 2 is 
gratifying and attests once more to the accuracy of the potential energy surface22. 
 
 
Fig. 3 | Relative rate coefficient vs collision energy/kB (K), for elastic scattering and PI of He∗ − D2. The red 
curve denotes the relative rate coefficient for the elastic scattering of He∗ − D2 where the scattering signal 
is integrated over the backward hemisphere. The blue curve represents the relative rate coefficient for 
Penning ionization of the same system. The black curve is the theoretically predicted relative elastic 
scattering rate coefficient including kinematic corrections (see Supplementary). 
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In addition to the diffraction oscillations, the backward scattering is seen to be strongly enhanced in Fig. 2 
at collisions energies (E/𝑘𝐵) of 2.0 K and 4.3 K. This is a clear sign of scattering resonances and has also been 
reported for other systems16,17,23–25. In order to find the energy positions of these states, we have integrated 
the backward hemisphere of our images to yield the relative rate coefficient as a function of collision energy 
(red curve in Fig. 3). The partial rate coefficient is obtained by counting the number of He∗ atoms scattered in 
the backward hemisphere of the image and scaling it by the product of number of He∗ in the reactant beam 
and D2 beam intensity. The red curve in Fig. 3 denotes the relative partial rate coefficient for the elastic 
scattering of He∗ − D2 for collision energies ranging from 0.8 K – 50 K. Comparison with the solid black curve in 
Fig. 3 shows good agreement with the theoretically predicted partial rate coefficient for the same energy range.  
 
In addition, the blue curve in Fig. 3 shows the rate coefficient obtained in previously performed PI 
experiments18. Two new peaks are observed for elastic scattering, which are absent in the case of PI. This 
indicates a different physical mechanism, responsible for the formation of these two resonance states as 
compared to the shape resonance observed in the reactive PI process. 
 
In order to elucidate the character of these resonances, we calculate the corresponding wave functions 
numerically. The resonances at 1.8±0.2 K, 4.3±0.3 K and 7.7±0.6 K are formed from the contribution of a single 
partial wave, 𝑙 = 5, 6 and 7 respectively, which dominate over the background. The probability density of the 
colliding particles as a function of interparticle separation is indicated by the shaded regions in Fig. 4(a), 
corresponding to the 𝑙 = 5 (black) and 𝑙 = 6 (red) partial wave channels. The energy of the 𝑙 = 5 resonance lies 
below the centrifugal barrier such that the amplitude is trapped behind the rotational barrier − this is a shape 
resonance. In contrast, the energy of the 𝑙 = 6 resonance lies well above the peak of the rotational barrier (the 
 
Fig. 4 | Partial wave analysis. The effective isotropic potential curves are presented as a function of the 
distance between He∗ – D2 together with the (a) corresponding resonance wavefunctions and (b) the 
resonance wavefunctions multiplied by the Penning ionization rate Γ(R)/ℏ shown in green. Black and red 
denote the partial wave channels 𝑙 = 5 and 6, respectively. The shading illustrates the probability density 
for elastic scattering (a) and Penning ionization (b).  
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same is true for the 𝑙 = 7 resonance). These are above the barrier resonances which are the analog of classical 
orbiting.  
 
To understand, why the 𝑙 = 6 and 𝑙 = 7 resonances were not observed in the PI reactions, we calculate the 
Penning ionization probability as a function of internuclear distance. It is obtained by scaling the probability 
density |𝜓|2 by the ionization rate Γ(R), approximated by a single exponential term and shown by the green 
curve in Fig. 4(b). Clearly, the PI probability of the 𝑙 = 6 resonance is much smaller than that for 𝑙 = 5 (the same 
is true for 𝑙 = 7), due to the very strong weight that the ionization rate gives to the probability amplitude at the 
shortest distances. While the 𝑙 = 6 and 𝑙 = 7 above the barrier resonances show some localization in their 
wavefunctions, this is not strong enough to enhance PI.  
 
The combination of the merged beam technique for low energy collisions with VMI detection has allowed 
us to reveal the degree of spatial localization of quantum scattering resonance wavefunctions. This provides 
the first instance where the physical mechanism leading to the formation of the resonance has been probed 
experimentally. 
 
 
Methods:  
Experiment: Supersonic beams of He and D2 (backing pressure of 35 bars) are produced by two pulsed (10 
Hz) and cooled Even–Lavie valves20. The D2 beam is produced with a mean velocity ranging from 990−1550 m/s 
(speed-ratio ~30), generated by changing the temperature of the valve. This beam travels straight to the 
reaction chamber. The He beam, produced with a mean velocity 906 m/s (speed-ratio 70), is excited to the 
paramagnetic 2 𝑆1
 
 
3  metastable state (He∗) by a DBD21 located at the valve orifice. Only the low-field-seeking 
Zeeman sublevel, 𝑚𝑗  =  1, is confined in the two dimensions during the transit through the magnetic guide. 
The He∗ beam is then merged with the straight-propagating D2 beam at the end of the magnetic guide. The 
beams pass through a 3 mm aperture before entering VMI set-up attached perpendicular to the beam 
propagation axis. The electrostatic lens in the VMI set-up consists of eight separate plates maintained at 
constant voltages throughout the measurement. The voltages are distributed linearly from 2000 V on the 
repeller plate to 1160 V on the eighth plate in order to focus products on the MCP detector plane located after 
the grounded flight tube as shown in Fig. 1. A 260 nm laser (~10 µJ), obtained by doubling the output of an 
OPO laser, pumped by 355 nm pulsed (10 Hz) Nd:YAG source, is used to single photon ionize the He∗. The laser 
propagation axis is perpendicular to both the beam propagation axis and the VMI set-up. He+ ions thus formed 
are accelerated towards the phosphor screen located behind the VMI plates and MCP. The fluorescence 
generated from the electrons (formed from He+ hitting the MCP) as it impinges on the phosphor screen is then 
imaged on the camera. A real time ‘centroiding’ is performed to determine the X-Y coordinate of each event on 
the MCP, thus correlating an electrical signal to the position and number of ions. The MCP is time-gated for He+ 
detection by applying a 50 ns high voltage pulse to minimize the signal from other ions. We characterize the 
He∗ beam by counting the number of He∗ atoms present in the same ionization region in the absence of the D2 
beam. This is achieved by defocusing the He+ signal on the VMI camera after single photon ionization using 260 
nm laser. Since more than 10 ions are present in each ionization event, we defocus the He+ ions by changing 
the voltage on the aperture plate of our VMI increasing the spot size to a dimension that allows convenient 
separation between individual ions. A separate MCP placed on-axis with the direction of propagation of the 
beams is also used to characterize the He∗ beam. The D2 beam is characterized by a time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer (TOF-MS)26 positioned perpendicular to the beam propagation direction, using an ionization 
filament to form D2
+. The TOF-MS is used in multipulsed mode with 10 us intervals to obtain the longitudinal 
profile of the beam.  
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Theory: To obtain cross sections and rate coefficients, close-coupling quantum scattering calculations have 
been performed for collisions with ortho-D2 (𝐽 = 0) and para-D2 (𝐽 = 1), using the theoretical framework 
established in Klein et al.22 The angular basis functions are constructed as products of the rotational state of 
the D2 molecule and the partial wave describing the orbital motion of the whole complex and symmetry-
adapted to the values of the total angular momentum 𝐽 and spectroscopic parity. The basis set is restricted to 
even (odd) rotational states of the dimer for collisions with ortho-D2 (para-D2). Differential elastic and inelastic 
scattering cross sections for energies up to 50 K are obtained using a basis set including all of the relevant 
functions with 𝐽 ≤ 30. This converges our results to an accuracy of below 1% even for the highest scattering 
energies considered. The scattering wave functions are obtained by propagating from 7.0𝑎0 to 200.0𝑎0 by 
means of a renormalized Numerov propagator. Short-range and asymptotic boundary conditions are imposed 
afterwards, as described in Janssen et al27.  
Scattering resonances are identified by diagonalization of the nuclear Hamiltonian describing collisions 
between metastable helium in the 2 𝑆1 
3  state and molecular deuterium for fixed total angular momentum and 
spectroscopic parity. The corresponding potential energy surface is adopted from Klein et al22, where it had 
been used to obtain resonance positions and the overall behavior of rate coefficient for the electronically 
identical He∗ − H2 system, yielding excellent agreement between theoretical results and measured data. Here, 
for the He∗ − D2  case, a mapped grid using 6144 grid points and ranging from 2.0𝑎0 to 20000.0𝑎0 is employed 
for the diagonalization, in conjunction with a Fourier-basis representation of the kinetic energy operator and a 
transmission-free complex absorbing potential at the outer boundary28. Resonances are identified as local 
maxima of the expectation value of the rotational constant ⟨1 𝑅2⁄ ⟩ as a function of energy. 
Data availability  
     The data and codes that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon 
reasonable request. 
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